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Introduction
What has dark purple hair along with tongue and naval piercings and fucks like a chick on a mission? 
Brandi Belle of course!  Brandi Belle is the hot chick next-door neighbor you always wish you had. 
Horny enough to strip in front of her window when she knows you are watching and wild enough to
fuck you three days later because it makes her feel wanted!

Adult Review
Brandi�s site is not like many other sologirls on the web these days.  Her �welcome video� compares the softcore tits and
ass teases offered by other websites to her own full throttle hardcore approach. It�s a good intro to what you will find in the
member area; exclusive video of Brandi sucking and fucking cock as her way of making her man feel like a rock star!<br /> 
<br />  With 77 videos, each ranging from 8 minutes to 36 minutes in length, there is plenty to keep your cock busy.  Weekly
updates are added and files are available in .wmv or .mpg formats with .mpg being higher quality files.  Videos can be
downloaded as 1-minute clips, which are dial up friendly or as larger 5-minute segments perfect for broadband users.  Each
video is also available as one large file for download with a single click.<br />  <br />  No DRM encoding ensures you
Brandi will be on your hard-drive getting boned forevermore. You can also watch streaming clips of Brandi but you will have
to put your membership info in every time you stream a movie.  <br />  <br />  What Brandi's site really has going for it is
Brandi herself. If you sign up it isn't because she has the best lighting crew in the world or does the fanciest camera work...
it's because you want to bury your bone in her tiny teen body and watch her eyes light up!<br />  <br />  Along with each
video you get hundreds of screencaps to check out.  The still-frame image quality is mediocre and we would like to have seen
some high-res picture sets included. You won�t be printing these pics out to put up on your walls but they are good enough
to jack-off to.  No high-resolution photos are available at this point for her scenes.<br />  <br />  Membership to
Brandibelle.com costs $23.95.  A trial membership costs $4.95 for 3-days but will recur at a rate of 39.95 if not cancelled.   If
Brandi Belle looks like she will rock your cock, go for the full month membership, it will be cheaper in the long run.  One
important limitation of her site is that membership is exclusive to brandibelle.com.  There is no network or webring of other
included websites to beef up your access.<br />  <br />  Some extras Brandi offers on her site are a blog, downloadable
wallpapers, some behind the scenes footage, some comic strip offerings staring Brandi and if you remain a member for one
month Brandi will create a custom fan sign and hold it up just for you and your cock.  Remain a member for 3 months and
she starts to strip for you.

Porn Summary
All in all brandibelle.com is worth checking out for $23.95.  You get exclusive, high quality content of a hot girl that knows
how to suck dick and loves doing it.  Brandi�s introduction to each of the scenes is worth the price of admission alone.  With
a biting sense of humor and a wet pussy waiting to be fucked Brandi definitely has plenty you dick will want to see!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'This girl next door wants to come over and play!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 96 Interface: 84
Support: 82 Unique: 88    Taste: 83        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Brunettes, Exclusive, Hardcore, Natural, Solo, Straight, Teen
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Subscription: $34.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: None Videos: -1
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